
 

Your Daily Church Epistle 
Thursday, October 8, 2020 
 

Hello Church! 

 According to Max Lucado in Anxious for Nothing, Finding Calm in a Chaotic World 

(Thomas Nelson, 2017) this week’s epistle passage one of  the most underlined passages of  

Scripture. Here is the paraphrase as I memorized it in high school with my old Reach Out! New 

Testament, an edition of  the Bible published specifically for teens:    

Always be full of  joy in the Lord; I say it again, rejoice! Let everyone see that you 

are unselfish and considerate in all you do. Remember that the Lord is coming soon. 

Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about everything; tell God your needs, and 

don’t forget to thank him for his answers. If  you do this, you will experience God’s 

peace, which is far more wonderful than the human mind can understand. His peace 

will keep your thoughts and your hearts quiet and at rest as you trust in Christ Jesus.  

Philippians 4:4-7, The Living Bible 

 I was the first to arrive and I parked my car facing east this morning at the Plaza 94 

parking lot where some of us gather for tailgating at the Farmer’s Market in front of  

Hallmark/Maurice’s at 7:25 a.m. (only 3 opportunities left this season if  you want to join us). 

While waiting for the others to arrive, there were a few moments to watch the last little bit of  

the sun rise. The sky colors were soft by then, the spectacular show was fading, but at 36 

degrees it had a special, subtle beauty of  promise. 

 As the sky became fully blut the Sunday School song in my heart was “Rejoice in the 

Lord always, again I say rejoice!” (Clap twice) “Rejoice in the Lord always, again I say rejoice! 

(Clap twice) Rejoice! Rejoice! Again, I say rejoice! Rejoice” Rejoice! Again, I say rejoice!” Here 

is a YouTube version just in case you need a refresher on the tune:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xQBGh4qD2k 

 Now as a Sunday School song, this sung version of  Philippians 4:4 alone implies that 

we should never be glum. We should never be impacted by hard times. We should always be 

happy!  

 Well, that sort of  joy is a falsehood, an illusion that life will always be the red glow of 

the sky as the sun is just about to break over the horizon. But those moments are fleeting and 

cannot be what Paul was saying as he wrote to his beloved congregation in Philippi as he sat in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xQBGh4qD2k


jail facing the possibility of  being executed for preaching the Good News of  Jesus Christ. But 

reading the rest of  his thought, rejoicing is found in being unselfish and considerate, in setting 

aside worry for prayers of  petition and gratitude—telling God our needs and thanking God 

for our answers. It is praying for the 415 neighbors in St. Croix County who are currently ill 

due to COVID-19 while thanking God for the restored health of  our 723 St. Croix County 

neighbors who have fully recovered.  

 Another American almost folk song captures the same theme as verses 6, 7, and 8, 

Hard Times Come Again No More by Stephen Foster. First published in 1858, it was so popular 

during the Civil War that the soldiers had a parody titled Hard Tack Come Again No More. 

(Wikipedia) The version that caught my ear was released on 31 July 2020 by Arlo Guthrie and 

Jim Wilson with Vanessa Bryant. In their YouTube description of  the post it says, 

“Representing Arlo’s first studio release in over a decade, this is ‘a song for all times, a 

reinterpretation for our time.’” 

The ensemble does the four verses Foster wrote accompanied by black and white 

photographs stretching from the Civil War through the Great Depression and into the 1950’s. 

As an Arlo Guthrie fan, I was particularly caught by the three photo montage of  an 11 year 

old Arlo smiling into the camera with his arm around his father, Woody Guthrie, who was 

then in the last stages of Huntington’s Disease. I hope you take time to watch it, the video 

editing is both stunning and thought provoking.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P17dz6B0x7Y. 

 But in terms of  joy, what rhymes in their new recording with Paul’s thoughts is the new 

verse they wrote and posted color photographs from the first six months of  2020. Here are 

those lyrics as I heard them.  

While faith may be tested, our sorrows will not last.  

These are hard times and trouble we endure.  

And it’s good to be reminded that this too shall also pass, 

Oh, hard times come again no more.  

Oh, better times will come again once more.” 

 (Arlo Guthrie, David Beeler, and Jim Wilson) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P17dz6B0x7Y


Joy is found in the moment when sunrise gives way to a day where “. . . God’s peace is 

far more wonderful than the human mind can understand.” My prayer for us all is that God’s 

peace will be heartfelt by each of  us sometime today.  

May grace abound!  

Rev. Dawn 

  

 


